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MESSAGE FROM THE
Race Director

WELCOME TO
Cape Pioneer Trek 2019

Hold onto your handlebars –
you’re about to start a surreal
seven-day journey with South
Africa’s ‘Race with Soul’…
It’s time to set off from the
coastal trails of Mossel Bay
and head into the heart of the
Klein Karoo. Welcome to the
2019 edition of the Momentum
Health Cape Pioneer Trek
presented by Biogen – an event
we believe will be one of our
best editions yet.
This year we will be returning
to our pioneering roots. While
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we’ve enjoyed settling into a
comfortable rhythm over the
last ten years, we decided it
was time to once again head
into the unknown in search of
something even better.
You’re about to experience
a route like no rider has
experienced before. Brand
new single track, less urban
areas, the grand return of the
Kammanassie, a mountain
top stage finish, and even a
night out under the Karoo stars
in Louvain – these are but a

glimpse of what’s in store.
Carel Bosman, Momentum
Head of Sponsorships,
commented, “This is going to
be the best Momentum Health
Cape Pioneer Trek presented
by Biogen to date. The balance
between tough and rewarding
stages is just right. We’ve
basically taken all the things
we’ve previously learned and
created the 2019 route!”
The next seven days are going
to be easy. But while you may
feel physically exhausted, we

can promise that your soul will
feel exhilarated. Perhaps it’s
the shared physical challenge,
maybe it’s the Karoo hospitality.
Whatever it is, the Pioneer spirit
reminds you of how life should
be, plants your feet firmly
back in the soil, and leaves you
smiling.
Here’s to the unforgettable
adventure of the 2019 ‘Race
with Soul’…
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On behalf of the Dryland
team and our partners
Momentum Health and
Biogen we extend a hearty
welcome to each and
every one competing in,
supporting or just following
the 2019 Momentum
Health Cape Pioneer Trek
presented by Biogen.
Prepare to be
enlightened by the soul
inspiring routes stretching
from unspoiled coastal
tracks to dense woodlands,

majestic mountains and
the procumbent plains of
the Karoo.
Last year we celebrated
the 10th edition and this
year we’ve decided to
return to our roots by
including the notorious but
overwhelmingly rewarding
Kammanassie during this
7-day ever-elusive soul
satisfying journey. The sole
purpose of our soul race is
to host an event with heart.

We’re excited to have you
joining us to experience
the physical challenge, the
essence of Karoo hospitality
and the spirit of how life
should be experienced
at its best.

HENCO RADEMEYER
Race Director
Dryland Event
Management
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MESSAGES FROM OUR SPONSORS
Momentum Health & Biogen

MESSAGE FROM THE MAYOR
Mossel Bay

We ride mountain bikes
because we enjoy being
outside and free. Also, because
a healthy lifestyle is a priority
to us. This is why Momentum
Health will continue to sponsor
the Cape Pioneer Trek – because
the promotion of healthy living
should be at the core of every
medical aid provider.
When you are churning
out the Watts up a gnarly hill,
it helps to think about the
HealthReturns available from
Momentum for those calories
burnt. Knowing that the best
private healthcare providers are
standing by, should you find
yourself outsmarted by a rocky
descent, is also reassuring.
But perhaps the best thing
about being a cyclist in South
Africa today is that there

It is indeed a privilege as
Executive Mayor of Mossel
Bay and on behalf of all the
Council structures of the
municipality, I graciously and
sincerely welcome all the riders
(International and National)
to the town of Mossel Bay and
wish them good luck for the
seven-day journey.
I understand that The
Momentum Health Cape
Pioneer Trek presented by
Biogen has become an annual
National and International
sports event in our beautiful
Garden Route and Klein
Karoo region which is nestled
between majestic ranges and a
brilliant blue coastal line.
As the Mossel Bay Municipality,
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are companies like Dryland
producing events like this one,
and sponsors like Momentum
Health who will keep
supporting the sport we
love so much. May you have
an awesome Cape Pioneer
Trek 2019!

DAMIAN MCHUGH

Executive Head:
Sales and Marketing
Momentum Health Solutions
Congratulations to the Dryland
team on this, the 11th edition of
the Momentum Health Cape
Pioneer Trek presented by
Biogen.

the event first-hand, as well as
the hard work that goes into
each year by all involved.
We want to wish all riders
the absolute best of luck,
and trust that you will
enjoy yet another
fantastic ‘trek’ across
some of the Southern
Hemisphere’s most
beautiful settings.

BRANDON
FAIRWEATHER
General Manager
Biogen
South Africa

This, being our 3rd year as a
presenting sponsor, we have
witnessed the uniqueness of
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we acknowledge that not only
does the Momentum Health
Cape Pioneer Trek presented by
Biogen boost economic activity
in our smaller towns, but it
also motivates young people
to adopt this uplifting sport
code. I wish to compliment
Dryland Event Management
for bringing the Momentum
Health Cape Pioneer Trek
presented by Biogen to smaller
towns within the Garden Route,
but also encourage them to
include the youth in the rural
areas into this sporting code.
Our thanks go out to
Momentum Health as title
sponsor and Biogen as
presenting sponsor, allowing
us to host the prestigious

Momentum Health Cape
Pioneer Trek presented by
Biogen.
I wish you all a safe seven-day
journey. I thank you.

ALDERMAN
HARRY LEVENDAL
Executive Mayor
of Mossel Bay
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MESSAGE FROM THE MAYOR
George

MESSAGE FROM THE MAYOR
Oudtshoorn

George welcomes all riders
from across the globe and
local riders, as well as their
supporters and wish them
every success for their event.
The Momentum Health Cape
Pioneer Trek presented by
Biogen has become an iconic
event in our region and George
is proud to be their host, if
only for a day. Our three main
towns of George, Wilderness
and Uniondale sit at the heart
of this spectacular area and are
the best places from which to
explore both the Garden Route
and Klein Karoo, as we are
perfectly placed at the center
of all the attractions on offer.
Not only does this event
boost economic activity in our

A warm and hearty welcome
to all riders to Oudtshoorn
and all the best to you on
this seven-day journey. What
a way to see and explore our
beautiful Garden Route and
Klein Karoo region, on a bike,
to feel and be one with nature.
The Momentum Health Cape
Pioneer Trek presented by
Biogen is one of the sports
codes that put Oudtshoorn on
the map to be known as the
Sports Mecca.
I want to thank the organisers
of this event for the opportunity
and motivation they are giving
to our young people and also
for the economic and financial
injection to our smaller towns,
schools and communities. We
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towns but allows participants
to explore some of the best
tourism product on offer
in our country, on a coastal
plateau between the majestic
Outeniqua Mountains and
the Indian Ocean. We wish
to encourage participants to
come back for a holiday at a
slower pace, when you have
time to enjoy all the activities
and scenic beauty, the
hospitality and the people that
make us unique.
We extend a sincere vote
of thanks to all the sponsors
and especially to Momentum
Health as title sponsor,
allowing us to host the
prestigious Momentum Health
Cape Pioneer Trek presented

by Biogen in the Garden Route
and Klein Karoo, and especially
in George.

MELVIN NAIK
Executive Mayor
of George
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are really honoured to be part
of this event and also extremely
excited to host the Momentum
Health Cape Pioneer Trek
presented by Biogen.
Oudtshoorn prides itself with
its hospitality, we trust that
the participants, locally and
internationally will enjoy their
stay in our town.

COLYN SYLVESTER
Executive Mayor
of Oudtshoorn
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PROLOGUE
1. Spectator Points are at various points along the route:
Delphino’s Restaurant, The Point | Ponto Restaurant, The Point.
Santos Express, Santos Beach | Le Peron Restaurant, harbour area.
STAGE 1
1. Spectator Point 1 | Tech & Feeding Zone 1 | Water Point 2
GPS S34° 03.333’ E21° 55.957’
From Milkwood Primary School drive towards Cape Town via
Marsh Street and Louis Fourie Road (R102) towards the N2 highway.
From the Engen on the N2 (where Louis Fourie Road and the N2
merge) drive for 2km and then turn right onto the Herbertsdale
Road. Proceed for 14.4km and then turn right towards Gondwana
Private Game Reserve. Drive for 7,3km and turn right onto the
gravel road towards Gondwana and after 3,3km the Spectator
Point will be at Water Point 2. Please park out of the way and
on return please follow the same route back.
2. Spectator Point 2 | Tech & Feeding Zone 2 | Water Point 3
GPS S34° 06.630’ E22° 03.289’
From Spectator Point 1 and Milkwood School take the N2 towards
Hartenbos and then towards Oudtshoorn. 3,8km from Hartenbos
turn left onto the gravel road and Spectator Point 2 will be 1,8km
up the road. Please park out of the way and on return please follow
the same route back.
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STAGE 2
1. Spectator Point 1 | Tech & Feeding Zone 1 | Water Point 1
GPS S33° 59.480’ E22° 05.950’
From Milkwood Primary School take the N2 towards George and
turn off at Klein Brak Rivier – at the T-junction turn right, from
there drive for 12.8km and turn right at the marshal, find the
Spectator Point on your right. Please park out of the way and
on return please follow the same route back.
2. Spectator Point 2 | Tech & Feeding Zone 2 | Water Point 3
GPS S33° 55.603’ E22° 24.866’
From Great Brak River, take the N2 towards George and then
take the offramp towards Oudtshoorn/George airport - carry on
towards Oudtshoorn, travel through the town of Blanco onto
the Outeniqua Mountain Pass, find the Spectator Point at the N2/
R404 intersection. Please park out of the way and on return please
follow the same route back.
STAGE 3
1. Spectator Point 1 | Tech & Feeding Zone 1 | Water Point 1
GPS S33° 56.539’ E22° 25.427’
From Van Kervel School, take the N9 towards Oudtshoorn, upon
leaving George, turn right towards Witfontein where the Spectator
Point will be down the road on your left. Park out of the way and
follow the directions towards the spectator point.
2. Tech & Feeding Zone 2 | Water Point 2
GPS S33° 49.077’ E22° 34.383’
From George take the N9 towards Oudtshoorn, at the intersection
Oudtshoorn/Uniondale keep right towards Uniondale and travel
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for 21km and turn right into the farm “Ezeljacht”, travel down the
road for 1,5km – the Tech Zone will be on right, please park out of
the way. Return with the same road to Louvain.
STAGE 4
1. Spectator Point 1 | Tech & Feeding Zone 1 | Water Point 1
GPS S33° 41.874’ E22° 39.930’
From Louvain leave the race village towards the N9 road, turn right
and after a few hundred meters turn left onto the “Daskop” road.
At the first intersection, keep to the right and at the next road split
keep to the left towards Dysselsdorp – travel for 7km down the
road until you reach the Water Point on the right. Please park
out of the way.
2. Spectator Point 2 | Tech & Feeding Zone 2 | Water Point 3
GPS S33° 31.739’ E22° 24.326’
From Louvain or Water Point 1, take the N9 towards Oudtshoorn
and turn off to Oudtshoorn onto the N12. Travel to Oudtshoorn and
turn off to the right towards De Rust and drive for approximately
22km and then turn left onto the “Vergelegen” road, the Spectator
Point is 11km down the road. Please park out of the way and return
with the same road you came and return to Oudtshoorn via the N12.
STAGE 5
1. Tech & Feeding Zone 1 | Entrance gate to Wildehondekloof
GPS S33° 26.613’ E21° 57.985’
This is only a Tech Zone and not accessible for spectators. From
Oudtshoorn take the R328 towards the Cango Caves and turn left
towards Prince Albert, proceed until you reach the Matjiesvlei turnoff to the left, proceed left for 16.8km and then turn left onto the

Lategansvlei Road and 2.8km down the road the Tech Zone will be
on the left. Please return along the same route back to the next point.
2. Spectator Point 1 | Tech & Feeding Zone 2 | Water Point 3
GPS S33° 23.266’ E22° 06.381’
From Oudtshoorn take the R328 towards the Cango Caves and
turn left towards Prince Albert, proceed until you reach Kobus se
Gat to the left, proceed left. The Spectator Point is on your
left. Please park out of the way.
STAGE 6
1. Spectator Point 1 | Tech & Feeding Zone 1 | Water Point 2
GPS S33° 39.775’ E22° 13.806’
The Spectator and Feeding/Tech Point is at Chandelier Game and
Ostrich Farm. Please park out of the way.

Please note: • No outside assistance of any nature to riders outside
of the Feeding/Technical Zones • There wil be neutral mechanical
assistance at one Water Point daily but riders still need to ensure
that they carry adequate spares on them • No following vehicles
will be allowed on the Cape Pioneer Trek routes, if any vehicle
transgressing in this regard can be linked to a specific rider/team,
immediate disqualification applies - marshals and officials have
strict orders to enforce this • Where vehicles and bikes share the
road, please adhere to the 15km/h maximum speed limit.
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ROUTE
Overview
PROLOGUE

STAGE 1

STAGE 2

STAGE 3

STAGE 4

STAGE 5

STAGE 6

DISTANCE 11,1km
ASCENT 330m

DISTANCE 97km
ASCENT 1950m

DISTANCE 114km
ASCENT 2500m

DISTANCE 76km
ASCENT 1790m

DISTANCE 101km
ASCENT 1950m

DISTANCE 84km
ASCENT 2200m

DISTANCE 65km
ASCENT 1150m

START:
FROM 12:00 TO 16:00

START:
08:00

START:
08:00

START:
08:00

START:
08:00

START:
08:00

START:
07:30

ESTIMATED RIDER ARRIVAL
TIMES AT FINISH LINE

ESTIMATED RIDER ARRIVAL
TIMES AT FINISH LINE

ESTIMATED RIDER ARRIVAL
TIMES AT FINISH LINE

ESTIMATED RIDER ARRIVAL
TIMES AT FINISH LINE

ESTIMATED RIDER ARRIVAL
TIMES AT FINISH LINE

ESTIMATED RIDER ARRIVAL
TIMES AT FINISH LINE

ESTIMATED RIDER ARRIVAL
TIMES AT FINISH LINE

BETWEEN:
LEADERS
MIDDLE
MARKERS
BACK
MARKERS
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TO DIFFERENT
00:00DUE
- 00:00
STARTING TIMES,
ARRIVAL TIMES
00:00WILL
- 00:00
VARY
ACCORDINGLY.
00:00 - 00:00

BETWEEN:
LEADERS
MIDDLE
MARKERS
BACK
MARKERS

BETWEEN:

11:45 - 12:00

LEADERS

13:00 - 13:15

MIDDLE
MARKERS

15:00 - 15:15

BACK
MARKERS

BETWEEN:

12:15 - 12:30

LEADERS

14:15 - 14:30

MIDDLE
MARKERS

16:00 - 16:15

BACK
MARKERS

BETWEEN:

10:45 - 11:00

LEADERS

12:15 - 12:30

MIDDLE
MARKERS

14:15 - 14:30

BACK
MARKERS
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BETWEEN:

12:30 - 12:45

LEADERS

13:45 - 14:00

MIDDLE
MARKERS

14:15 - 14:30

BACK
MARKERS

TOTAL DISTANCE 548.1km
TOTAL ASCENT 11 870m

BETWEEN:

11:30 - 11:45

LEADERS

10:00 - 10:15

12:30 - 12:45

MIDDLE
MARKERS

11:00 - 11:15

15:00 - 15:15

BACK
MARKERS

12:00 - 12:15
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PROLOGUE
#PinnaclePursuit

DISTANCE
SINGLETRACK
CLIMBING
SCENERY

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

STAGE 1
#GondwanaGlory

DISTANCE
SINGLETRACK
CLIMBING
SCENERY

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

WE HAD TO BRING THIS ONE BACK for another year – too many requests could not be ignored. The prologue route is the most
spectacular in all the years and similar to that of 2018 with an added cliff hanging single-track that has never been seen before. The start
at Milkwood Primary School is followed by a knee-jerking climb to the St Blaise lighthouse and then the single track starts, all along the
edge of the drop-off towards the sea, truly exhilarating. The boardwalks and beachfronts of the Point area will be on the menu as well
as a beautiful view of the Bay where Bartolomeu Dias set foot in 1488, then known as the Bay of Saint Blaise. The distance is 11,1km with
around 330m of total vertical ascent – just note that the majority of the ascent happens in the first few kilometres!

STAGE 1 WILL SHOWCASE the Mossel Bay area, new areas as well as those exquisite former utilized trails are included. Riders head North
West towards Gondwana Private Nature Reserve. This 11 000 hectare reserve offers a truly unique wilderness experience and riders will
come face to face with the free roaming Big 5 game of the African continent. Truly a spectacular area with views of the mighty Outeniqua
Mountains and the ocean close by. The route’s approach to the urban areas has changed completely with more new tracks through
adjacent beach areas and onto Milkwood Primary School for a well-deserved night on the water’s edge. Don’t underestimate this stage,
still tough but very rewarding.
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STAGE 2
#OuteniquaOdyssey

DISTANCE
SINGLETRACK
CLIMBING
SCENERY

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

STAGE 3
#L usciousL ouvain

DISTANCE
SINGLETRACK
CLIMBING
SCENERY

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

THIS STAGE IS THE FIRST of the journey stages with over 2000m of climbing over 114km. A neutral goodbye ride through the town
will see riders heading in Northerly direction for a brand new section just past the Hartenbos River from there into some of the most
pristine forests on this coastal belt, heading towards the foothills of the great Outeniqua Mountains. Jeep and single track will traverse
the foothills of the mountain, heading straight East towards George. Rewarding single track just after water point 3 will see riders
approaching George from a different angle without the bite we had at this finish in previous years. We finish at Van Kervel High School,
a Cape Pioneer partner since 2009!

ONE OF THE SHORTER STAGES for 2019, taking riders in an easterly direction towards Louvain, our hosts for this fabulous stage. Loads
of marvellous single-track riding traversing the Northern foothills of the Outeniqua Mountains. Herold is adjacent some of the best kept
secrets in mountain biking – tracks so lovingly built and kept by the passionate people at Louvain. You will be blown away by this short
and rewarding day in the saddle.
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STAGE 4
#KammanassieKanon

DISTANCE
SINGLETRACK
CLIMBING
SCENERY

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

STAGE 5
#SwartbergShowdown

DISTANCE
SINGLETRACK
CLIMBING
SCENERY

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

WE HAVE AN ABSOLUTE TREAT in store for you on stage 4 – Kammanassie is back! Don’t be fooled by the 101km’s of distance, you will
need all your ability to propel your bike over the nearly 2000 meters of climbing on this day. A very steep approach to this infamous
mountain leads riders into arguably the most desolate and scenic section of this year’s race, the valley through the Kammanassie
Mountains. Awe-inspiring cliffs, white-knuckle descents and vertigo-inducing climbs are the order of the day as we follow a lush path
cut through the mountains by the Dryland team. Reaching the top you will be rewarded with a view that stretches to the horizon – with
the finish in sight. This Pioneering gateway to the Karoo, the Kammanassie lies nestled below, as riders descend towards De Rust and the
exit of the valley The change in climate and terrain is evident as we enter the arid desert like Karoo; riders approach Oudtshoorn from a
different angle as we find our way towards Langenhoven Gymnasium, our hosts for the next couple of days.

THIS STAGE WILL HAVE TO STAY, even though rated as the 2nd hardest in 2018 it was also praised as the best one. The mighty Swartberg
Mountain was not accommodating in 2018, only allowing a handful of riders to the top in the treacherous and extreme weather.
The queen stage will again be challenging, but those views make up for the effort. It will elevate riders more than 2000m vertically
finishing at close to 2000m above the sea. This stage leaves Oudtshoorn in an Easterly direction negotiating the foothills of this great
mountain as riders slowly find their way to the top. The final 8km is straight up to the best finish of any mountain bike race – the World
Heritage site of Swartberg Mountain welcomes each and every one to its beauty and splendour. The overall yellow and pink jersey
wearers should be decided here, tomorrow is Champagne day!
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STAGE 6
#ChandelierChampagne

DISTANCE
SINGLETRACK
CLIMBING
SCENERY

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

AFTER A WELL-RESTED NIGHT, the final day sees a start at Chandelier Game Reserve, home to another famous Dryland race, the
Momentum Health Attakwas Extreme presented by Biogen. This day will definitely start with some game viewing as giraffe or eland cross
the valleys and plains of this exquisite reserve. It is all about having fun and celebrating the achievements of the week gone by, 60km of
jeep-track up, single-track down! A fast race to the finish at the Queens Hotel caps a brilliant week in the saddle – until 2020.
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WHO
TO
WATCH
Men

Nicol
Marco
Carstens
Joubert
South Africa South Africa

WHO
WomenTO WATCH

Erik
Robert
Kleinhans Hobson
South Africa South Africa

Marc
Rossouw
Fourie
Bekker
South Africa South Africa

Julian
Tim
Jessop
Hammond
South Africa South Africa

Nico
Henrik
Bell
Kruger
South Africa South Africa

Theresa
Sarah
Ralph
Hill
South Africa South Africa

Samantha Amy Beth
Sanders
McDougall
South Africa South Africa

Manual
Fumic
Germany
Matthew
Keagan
Stamatis
Bontekoning
South Africa South Africa
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Gerben
Tim
Mos
Smeenge
Netherlands Netherlands

Dusty
Tyler
Day
Day
South Africa South Africa

Aidan
Rogan
Connelly
Smart
South Africa South Africa
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Henry
Jan
Liebenberg Withaar
South Africa South Africa

Cherise
Nicky
Willeit
Giliomee
South Africa South Africa
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THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS
You’ve made it all possible

RACE LEADERS
Jerseys

Elite
Men

Mixed
Teams
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Elite
Women

Veteran
Men
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Solo
Men

Master
Men

Solo
Women
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RACE VILLAGES
Know Your Way
MILKWOOD
PRIMARY SCHOOL
MOSSEL BAY
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VAN KERVEL
HIGH SCHOOL
GEORGE
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LOUVAIN
GUESTFARM
HEROLD
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LANGENHOVEN
GIMNASIUM
OUDTSHOORN
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QUEENS HOTEL
OUDTSHOORN
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THE TROPHIES
Art by Niel¨ Jonker
TROPHY CONCEPT

The artist maintains copyrights and cedes
use of photographic images to the client.
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The Cape Pioneer Trek remains
the classic Southern African
MTB race for its challenging
route through most scenic
nature, hosted by genuine local
hospitality.
The winning trophies
attempt to reflect this ethos
through employing materials
and forms that speak for
themselves as artworks. 		
The main form of the trophy
is a shield, typical of universal
winning trophies, but with a
twist. The ‘shield – form’ is a 3-D
form that imitates movement,
representing the essential
human contribution to the
environment during this event

that is the testing of inner
human potential.
The material is earth from
the Kammanassie region that
has been forged by fire,
representing the unity of man
as nature.
Holding up the earth form
is a bronze cluster of shapes
that mimic the man/ machine
synthesis that is cross-country
cycling.
Drawing forms and shapes
from the supportive sports gear
a functional fitting or handle is
created that is inviting to the
touch yet speaking of form and
function familiar to the rider, i.e.
challenges.
The above trophy rest upon

a steel base that is roughly
finished, yet smooth, allowed
to rust and receive knocks,
protecting the trophy and
forming a finish that echoes the
materiality of the coveted
trophy earned by winners of
this iconic race.

TROPHY MATERIALS

The shield is a ceramic paper
clay body layered with locally
mined slip; vitrified above
100 degrees the ceramic will
withstand weathering (while
of course remaining vulnerable
if dropped), and pit-fired to
receive a natural carbon patina
from woodsmoke, coals and
flame.
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The bronze is nickel-bronze
cast, in an art foundry using
the lost-wax process employed
by Zulu artisans. Acid-based
patination is applied to create
colouring effects, sealed with
wax for protection. Hidden
stainless steel nuts and bolts
attach to the ceramic above
and the steel below.
The mild steel base only
lightly sealed with lacquer
encourages light rusting to take
place and the human hand to
further enhance the surface
much like that of a farm gate.
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Save up to
R1 000

per family per month

Choose medical aid
benefits that suit
your needs.
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momentumhealth.co.za
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PIONEER SPIRIT
#RaceWithSoul

@CAPEPIONEERTREK
@CAPEPIONEER
@CAPEPIONEERTREK

“PERHAPS IT’S THE SHARED PHYSICAL CHALLENGE,
MAYBE IT’S THE KAROO HOSPITALITY.
MOST LIKELY IT’S BOTH OF THESE AND MORE.
THE PIONEER SPIRIT REMINDS YOU HOW LIFE
SHOULD BE, PLANTS YOUR FEET FIRMLY
BACK ON THE SOIL, LEAVES YOU SMILING.”

+27 44 279 1013 | info@dryland.co.za | www.dryland.co.za

